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Introduction: Singulatives are common in a number of language families (e.g., Nilo-Saharan, Afro-Asiatic, 
Celtic, Algonquian; Corbett 2000, Mathieu 2012), yet they are understudied in the theoretical literature. 
While previous analyses differ in their details, most of them treat the singulative as a classifier of sorts, 
with the function of creating units/individuals out of mass or collective nouns (e.g., Grimm 2012, 2018, 
Mathieu 2012, Ouwayda 2014). However, Kouneli (2019) has recently argued that even though this view 
is correct for some languages, it is not the right analysis for the Nilotic singulative, which is a true allomorph 
of singular number for a class of nouns with inherent plural features on little n, akin to sex-based gender in 
other languages (cf. Kramer 2015). There is, therefore, an emerging picture of significant cross-linguistic 
variation in what has been traditionally called the singulative, which highlights the need for a careful 
investigation of singulatives in individual languages. The goal of this talk is to contribute to this discussion, 
by providing an analysis of the singulative in Lopit (Nilotic; South Sudan), a language which differs from 
previously studied languages in two ways: a) in addition to a singular-plural contrast, Lopit has a greater 
plural (i.e., plural morphology used to indicate very large amounts; Corbett 2000, Harbour 2014), shown in 
(1), and b) for many nouns that take singulative morphology, the singulative is ambiguous between a unit 
interpretation (2b) and an abundance reading (2c), which is parallel to the reading of the greater plural.  

(1) Singular Plural  Greater Plural 
tórú ‘axe’ tòrú-ò   ‘axes’ tòrú-sèn ‘so many axes!’  (adapted from Moodie 2016: 411) 

(2) a. é-íríà  inyéjà  lómè  hùná Lòhídòng Unmarked plural 
   3SG-grinds 3SG.NOM millet(pl) of.F.PL Lohidong.ABS 
   ‘She grinds Lohidong’s millet.’ 
b. ó-ùmá Lóhìdóng lòmé-tí  dè sáì nànyì  Singulative (unit) 

     3SG-find.PFV Lohidong.NOM millet-SG in tea  his 
    ‘Lohidong found a grain of millet in his tea.’ 
             c. eí-ngà-bàlú  íyóhoí  lòmé-tí.            Singulative of abundance 
                    1PL-PRF-harvest 1pl.NOM millet-SG 
    ‘We have harvested so much millet!’   (adapted from Moodie 2016: 412) 
Cross-linguistically, abundance readings are associated with plural morphology, and the use of the 
singulative in (2c) is surprising. However, I show that once we take into account the existence of greater 
plurals in Lopit, the singulative of abundance receives a straightforward explanation in Kouneli’s (2019) 
account of the Nilotic number system. Data: Data come from Moodie’s (2016) detailed description of 
number in Lopit and a grammar book (Ladu et al. 2015). Lopit has a tripartite system of number marking: 
some nouns are morphologically unmarked in the singular and form their plural by the addition of an affix 
(3), some nouns are morphologically unmarked in the plural and mark their singular with a singulative affix 
(4), while a third class of nouns are morphologically marked in both the singular and the plural (5). 
Kouneli’s (2019) terms for the three classes are adopted below. The numberless class is not relevant for the 
discussion, and will be put aside (see Dimmendaal 2000, Moodie 2016, Kouneli 2019 for details). [note: 
there is a great variety of allomorphs of the number affixes; cf. Moodie 2016]  

SG PL      
(3) Inherently singular (IS) nouns/plural marking:   hírrí hìrrì-jà  ‘waterhole’ 
(4) Inherently plural (IP) nouns/singulative marking: hàlá-tí hàlà  ‘tooth’  
(5) Numberless nouns/plural and singulative marking: húng-ú hùng-à  ‘knee’ 

As shown in (1), there are two plurals: a ‘simple’ plural and a greater plural, indicating unbelievably large 
amounts. Crucially, greater plural morphology is only compatible with IS nouns; IP nouns receive the same 
interpretation with the use of a singulative suffix, as in (2c). Analysis: I assume Distributed Morphology 
(Halle & Marantz 1993). I also assume that number features associated with the interpretations ‘singular’, 
‘plural’, ‘greater plural’ in Lopit are on the functional projection Num, and that all number affixes spell out 
this node. Adopting Harbour’s (2014) theory of number features (which is, to my knowledge, the only 
featural account of greater plurals), the Num head in Lopit can have the following specifications (see 
Harbour 2014 for details on the motivation behind these features).    



(6) a. Num[+atomic]: singular   b. Num[-atomic]: plural     c. Num[-atomic, +additive]: greater plural 
I analyze the Lopit morphological classes in (3) – (5) in terms of number features on n, following Kouneli’s 
(2019) analysis for Nilotic languages, substituting her [+/-SG] features with Harbour’s [+/-atomic] features.  

(7) a. Inherently singular nouns: n[+atomic]  b. Inherently plural nouns: n[-atomic] 
With the structure in (8) in place (and ignoring the numberless class), we have six possible Num – little n 
combinations, with the spellout of Num in each case summarized in Table 1.  

(8)   NumP              Table 1: morphological exponents of Num 
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											Num      nP 
         2 

         n      root                   
Three generalizations that need to be accounted for emerge from the above table: (i) if the features on n and 
Num are identical, the exponent of Num is zero, (ii) IP nouns are incompatible with any type of plural 
morphology, (iii) the singulative affix spells out both the singular Num node and the greater plural Num 
node for IP nouns. The first two generalizations point towards a ban in Lopit against adjacent identical [α 
atomic] features, which is in line with Kouneli’s (2019) analysis of the related language Kipsigis. I suggest 
the following two (ordered) post-syntactic rules for Lopit. The first is a classic Impoverishment rule; the 
second has featured in some DM theories (e.g., Arregi & Nevins 2012). An interesting question is whether 
(10) is a natural consequence of (9), i.e., it might be that languages do not allow feature-less nodes, with 
obliteration in that case being automatic.     

(9) Impoverishment: if two [α atomic] features are structurally adjacent, delete the higher one.  
(10) Obliteration: if a Num node does not host any number features, delete the entire node.  

Table 2: features on Num after post-syntactic operations       
(11) [Num] [-atomic] ↔ plural affix  
(12) [Num][-atomic][+add.]↔gr. plural affix  
(13) [Num] ↔ singulative affix  
Obliteration deletes the Num node; therefore, 

no vocabulary item is inserted, explaining the absence of number morphology in the singular of IS nouns 
and the plural of IP nouns. The Vocabulary Insertion rules in (11) – (13) and the Subset Principle can 
account for the distribution of number morphology in the rest of the cells: the most specific greater plural 
morpheme wins in the greater plural of IS nouns, while the plural morpheme wins in the plural of IS nouns. 
As Table 2 shows, the singulative morpheme is an example of nonshared-feature syncretism (Kramer 2016 
a.o.), which is analyzed in DM by reference to defaults. This is formalized here by treating the singulative 
as a default number affix. Mass nouns: A crucial component of the analysis is the assumption that the 
abundance reading of the Lopit singulative is due to the presence of a greater plural Num head. Given that 
(2) involves a mass noun, one might wonder whether the abundance reading is due to an idiosyncratic 
interpretation of number morphology with mass nouns in the language (cf. pluralized mass nouns in Greek; 
Renans et al. 2018 a.o.). Such an approach has disadvantages. First, Moodie (2016) also provides examples 
of IP count nouns with the singulative of abundance. Second, mass nouns in Lopit can be either IS or IP, 
yet only the latter appear with the singulative of abundance (Moodie 2016), indicating it is not the mass 
status of nouns that licenses the morpheme. Finally, my analysis has the advantage of accounting for both 
the greater plural and the singulative of abundance with the same mechanism. Conclusion: The singulative 
of abundance is puzzling: how can an affix have two meanings that are the opposite of each other? If Lopit 
nouns come with inherent number features on n (which is independently motivated in related Nilotic 
languages), DM assumptions provide a straightforward explanation. The two possible interpretations of the 
singulative (unit vs. abundance), reflect two different syntactic structures: [+atomic] Num and [-atomic, 
+additive] Num respectively. The singulative of abundance is expected to be typologically rare: it can only 
exist in a language where the following are satisfied simultaneously: a) number-based noun classification, 
b) existence of greater plurals, c) existence of a default number affix. Sel. refs: Harbour 2014. Paucity, 
abundance, and the theory of number. Language. Kouneli 2019. The syntax of number and modification: 

 Num[+atomic] Num[-atomic] Num[-atomic, +additive] 
n[+atomic] zero plural  greater plural 
n[-atomic] singulative  zero singulative  

 Num[+atomic] Num[-atomic] Num[-atomic, +additive] 
n[+atomic] Num Num[-atomic] Num[-atomic, +additive] 
n[-atomic] Num[+atomic] Num Num[+additive] 
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